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News 

“Turn your face to the sun and the shadows fall behind you.” – Charlotte Whitton  

Tis the season to be grateful 
and show thanksgiving.  For 
many, this may mean time 
with family, reflections on 
your own life or maybe just a 
time to feast on your favorite 
vittles.  However one may see 
fit, this is the one part of the 
year that everyone should 
pause, even for just a brief 

moment & appreciate their 
life’s path and the experiences 
learned along their journey. 
 

In essence it has been stated, 
“Be thankful for what you 
have; you’ll end up having 
more. If you concentrate on 
what you don’t have, you will 
never, ever have enough.”  If 
we all took a moment and 
reflect on the wise words spo-
ken above, by Oprah herself, 
we’d understand that what we 
have is more than most and 
where we currently are in our 
life may not be the best or the 
worst, but it is exactly where 
we should be.  It is what we do 

in the that could determine 
where we will end up.   
 

So ask yourself this season, do 
I show appreciation for the 
things that I have, or do I con-
stantly look at what others 
have and instead of delighting 
in their success do I secretly 
envy or ‘hate’ on them.  We 
will all go so much further in 
life if we uplifted others in 
their success and delighted in 
what we are given in the pre-
sent moment.  Remember, no 
matter what you are going 
through, it could be worse, so 
show Thanksgiving not only in 
this season, but all year. 

Season of ThanksgivingSeason of Thanksgiving  
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Letters of Recovery 
Letters written by you, 

for you filled with 
 insight, love and 
encouragement  

 

Meet Our Very Own 
Meet our very own 

Ursula Lucier 
and gain a bit  

more insight on her  
ins and outs 



According to Web-

ster’s Dictionary, work-

place etiquette can be 

defined as a code that 

governs the expecta-

tions of social behavior 

in a workplace. This 

code is put in place to 

"respect and protect 

time, people, and processes." Setting a pro-

fessional tone is crucial to building new rela-

tionships and ensuring you have a positive, 

successful experience in the workplace. The 

following are five (5) workplace etiquette eve-

ry professional should know.  
 

Make a Good First Impression 

People often form impressions about others 

within seconds of meeting them, so it’s im-

portant to ensure you present yourself as a 

professional. Be aware of your body language 

and how others may perceive it. A good rule 

of thumb is to stand straight, maintain eye 

contact, and smile! Make sure you know the 

workplace dress code and office policies 

ahead of time. Arrive on-time and be pre-

pared for important meetings. 
 

Avoid Gossip 

How you treat people says a lot about you. 

Don’t make value judgments on people’s im-

portance in the workplace or speak negatively 

about your coworkers, even if you find your-

self frustrated over a certain situation. 
 

Communication is Key 

Communication is an important part of work-

place etiquette. It’s sometimes not what you 

say, but how you say it that counts. Be mind-

ful of how you communicate with your col-

leagues in meetings and one-on-one conver-

sations. In regards to email, be sure your cor-

respondence inside and outside of your work-

place is written clearly 

and free of spelling er-

rors. Remember, email is 

a permanent record of 

any conversation so never 

put anything in writing 

that you would not say to 

someone’s face. 
 

Understand your Work 

Environment 

The values, policies, and procedures of a 

workplace can be difficult to discern at first. If 

you are in a larger organization with a struc-

tured human resource division, you may have 

access to an HR Manager or in-house trainings 

to keep you informed of your organization’s 

expectations. In a smaller workplace setting, 

some of that knowledge may come from ob-

serving others and asking questions of your 

colleagues when needed. Lastly, observing 

the atmosphere and actions of others can 

help you understand what’s appropriate and 

what’s not. 
 

Be Personable Yet Professional 

Sharing information about your personal life 

is your choice, but be cautious when it comes 

to what you share; some colleagues may be 

more open than others and might choose to 

keep their personal life private as well. Simi-

larly, you may want to limit personal calls, 

emails, and other non-work related tasks to 

after work hours. Within your workspace, it’s 

okay to add personal touches but remember 

that your colleagues will see the space and 

consider it a reflection of your professional 

self. Lastly, getting to know your colleagues is 

a good thing but always be respectful of oth-

ers’ space.  

 

Submitted by Tia Adams 

Workplace Etiquette Workplace Etiquette   
Every Professional Should KnowEvery Professional Should Know   



Meet Our Very OwnMeet Our Very Own   
My name is Ursula Lucier. My birthdate is November 11th. My 

family and friends call me Peaches. I have one son named Bran-

don. I received my bachelor’s degree in Psychology from Ashford 

University.  
 

My hobbies are doing logic puzzles, watching horror/thriller mov-

ies, comedy movies, teaching our youth choir songs, and playing 

my saxophone. My family sometimes see me as the nurturing or 

care taker in the family. I don’t mind helping to take care of some-

one who needs my help. I love to serve and I love the staff here. 
 

Working here at The Crane has been a joy. I’m the Office Manager 

and the Health & Safety Coordinator for our building. I have been 

here for 9 years. That’s been since the doors opened here in this 

building. So, I have seen many people come and go. Working to 

help the individuals with any issues they may be going through can 

be challenging but can end up being rewarding.  
 

To see the individuals come in with so many different situations 

and not knowing how to deal with it, gives me the opportunity to 

help them with at least one of their problems makes all the difference in the world.  
 

I also do the HIV and Hepatitis C testing and counseling at The Crane. Each person has a 

different story when they come in for testing. It is so important for me to listen and to be 

their comfort zone for just that small time.  
 

So, it appears that no matter where I am in the world, my job will be a caretaker. That’s who 

I am, a server. 

Submitted by Ursula Lucier 
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Veterans Day is NOT the Same as Memorial Day. 
A lot of Americans get this confused, and we’ll be honest — it 
can be a little annoying to all of the living veterans out there. 
Memorial Day is a time to remember those who gave their 
lives for our country, particularly in battle or from wounds 
they suffered in battle. Veterans Day honors all of those who 

have served the country in war or peace — dead or alive — 
although it’s largely intended to thank living veterans for their sacrifices.  
 

It was originally called Armistice Day, commemorating the end of World War I. 
World War I officially ended when the Treaty of Versailles was signed on June 28, 1919. However, 
the fighting ended about seven months before that when the Allies and Germany put into effect an 
armistice on the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month.   For that reason, Nov. 
11, 1918, was largely considered the end of “the war to end all wars” and dubbed Armistice Day. In 
1926, Congress officially recognized it as the end of the war, and in 1938, it became an official holi-
day, primarily a day set aside to honor veterans of World War I. Congress amended the commemo-
ration after WWII yet again by changing the word “armistice” to  
“veterans” so the day would honor American veterans of all wars.   
 

Veterans DayVeterans Day   



During a special coffee and chit chat session 

hosted by Ms. Tia Adams, everyone was asked 

to pick an animal that best describes them and 

give descriptors of why.  Below are two  

submissions from that Friday morning that we 

felt should certainly be shared.  The submis-

sions come from Mr. Nelms and Mr. Thurber. 

 

The Cat 

I am energetic, funny, playful,  

sleepy at times. 

I like attention 

I’m friendly at times 

I am a hunter 

I can be a loner and also social 

I can be suspicious and shy 

I am sometime impulsive 

I am affectionate 

I am outgoing 

I am dominate 

I can be endearing and off-putting 

I am inquisitive 

I am active 

I am Eddie the Cat 
 

Submitted by Eddie Nelms 

 

The Bear & Wolf 

I have the personality of a  

bear and the love and compassion  

of a wolf. I chose these two animals to  

represent me because the bear is strong and is 

respected, and when confronted, reacts with 

precision and strength. I chose the wolf because 

as a pack their intelligence and endurance make 

them the most successful hunters. The tight knit 

family values and willingness to sacrifice for the 

pack builds them strong for the next  

generation. They protect one another 

 and know the value of the pups.  

These are all qualities I possess.  

I am Stephen  
 

Submitted by Stephen Thurber 

Spirit AnimalSpirit Animal   What’s Coming Up  
At The Crane?  

November 15th 
Nutrition Class 

At The Crane ▪ 2 pm 

November 18th 
Thanksgiving Family Feud 

At The Crane ▪ 2 pm 

November 19th 
Gratitude Letters 

At The Crane ▪ 2 pm 

November 20th 
Thanksgiving Wreath 
At The Crane ▪ 2 pm 

November 21st 
Game Day 

At The Crane ▪ 2 pm 

November 22nd 
Thanksgiving Luncheon 

At The Crane ▪ 2 pm 

D’s Tone Up Classes 
Every Monday 

At The Crane ▪ 6 pm 

ZUMBA & Line Dancing 
Every Wednesday 

At The Crane ▪ 2 pm 



The Letters of RThe Letters of R -- EE -- CC -- OO -- VV -- EE -- RR -- YY  
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There are so many words that come to my mind when I think about Recovery and what it 
means to me. How relieved I am, the empathy I feel for my peers and others, the challenges 
I’ve faced and have overcome, and how I can shout YES!! I shout this for the victory over my 
substance use disorder as I embark on my new life of real freedom. 
 

In our toolbox recovery group, I am grateful for the privilege to be flexible with the curriculum 
and learning material we use in group. It allows me to be creative in my approach to equip the 
Individuals with tools to sustain them in their recovery. The challenge these past weeks in our 
toolbox group was, each day all were given a short list of words that started with each letter 
in the word recovery. They added words of their own as well. The first day was the letter R. 
The next day we did the letter E, until we had done each letter in the word ‘Recovery.” The 
session was named “The Letters of R-E-C-O-V-E-R-Y. The title is sort of a play on words. 
 

Each day the challenge was for them to write the letters to themselves about what their re-
covery means to them, what they have gained from it and how they have developed in their 
recovery journey; and finally, how they plan to use it once completing treatment. I asked that 
they reach deep inside and allow their use of the letters from the words speak to the reader. 
Write what they feel. They were allowed to use as many or as few words from the list. What I 
wanted them to seek most is something they felt passionate about or if they chose to use just 
a few words, make a bold statement or say something heat-felt. 
 

They loved it and most all of them welcomed the challenge and were so engaged, we decided 
to select a few participants who wanted to submit their letters to share with others. 
 

Submitted by Yolanda James 

Dear Ryan Morris,  
 

Your visage thus far 
has consumed your 
spirit in a vicarious 
manner. Your perse-
verance lends itself to 
long-term victory. You 
have vehemently stood 
your spiritual ground. 
View your progressive 
battle as verily ongoing 
for your future exist-
ence. Do not be vexed 
by any hiccups along 
the way, vindicate your spirit of this vermin of a dis-
ease. Sometimes the journey is more valuable than 
the destination. You shall rise up as the valiant victor 
of this everlasting battle. 
 

Yours truly, 
You 

My Recovery 
 

Today I’m feeling like a go-getter. I’m 
light hearted and have laughter in my 
soul. I didn’t have that yesterday. 
Yesterday, my soul was heavy. I did-
n’t know where I was going or how I 
was going to get there. Today’s an-
other day. It will always amaze me 
how things can change in a blink of 
an eye. Yet, they do. 
Year after year, I have depended on 
my side-kick, beer. No more! You 
cannot imagine how that makes me 
feel. 
Yippee!! I’m more than on my way. 
My yeast is rising. I yearn for the so-
ber life. It can be yours too. 
 

B. Jones 
Continued on page 10 



Halloween, Halloween! Oh, what funny things are seen! Witch-

es’ hats, Coal black cats, Broomstick riders, bats and rats.  This 

and more were the horrors awaiting beyond our door on Octo-

ber 25th. On this bewitching Friday, The Crane hosted its sixth 

annual fall festival, filled with many surprises! 
 

If you arrived at 2 pm, then you’ll know that each victim...or 

visitor, was ushered through the door in groups of three to sign 

in. Upon entering they were shocked to find a headless corpse, 

being sawed to pieces by a demonic skeleton.  The corpse 

shocked them all as it raised up and reached out for help.  

Once signed in, all of the guests were welcomed per usual and 

the brand new hallway of horrors was introduced.  To pass 

through the hall, visitors sectioned into three to four group 

members and walked the smoky halls of weird ghosts sounds 

as they interacted with a crazy witch that put a spell on them 

then a sinister snake lady that demanded a kiss for herself & 

her snakes.  Upon trudging through hanging vines, visitors 

rounded the corner only to be shocked by a evil scarecrow 

with razer sharp bloody teeth. During the last stretch, it was 

revealed what the screams were in the back hallway as every-

one was able to bear witness to the birth of a demonic baby 

with red glowing eyes and nerve shrilling shrieks.  Afterwards, 

a mannequin of little red riding hood came to life to freak eve-

ryone out.  What became even more ghoulish was the caged 

zombie fighting to be released along, then came what was as-

sumed to be the end of spirits reaching to join our world by 

trying to grasp the visitors.  No one expected the grim reaper 

at the end of the hallway waiting for its next victim with a 

chainsaw.  With the hallway of horrors being so successful 

after its first run, plans have already been made to expand it to 

a full room. 
 

Festivities of the day included fall festival favorite games of 

face the cookie, cake walks, pumpkin races  and musical chairs.  

The games were divided into rounds for adults and for children 

with winners in each category.  With so many activities 

planned unfortunately doughnut bobbing was postponed, but 

will be introduced during the next big event. 
 

The lunch menu consisted of Creole favorites prepared by Chef 

Tony of Cartwright’s Catering.  On the menu was: Gumbo and 

white rice, sausage and peppers, jalapeno chicken bites, mixed 

vegetables, mac & cheese bites, cupcakes, marble cake and 

banana pudding. 

 

The Crane’s 6th Annual Fall FestivalThe Crane’s 6th Annual Fall Festival   



 

The Crane’s 6th Annual Fall FestivalThe Crane’s 6th Annual Fall Festival   
This year, for the first time, The Crane pro-

vided costumes for all that wanted or 
needed one.  Consultations were given 
from the staff as to how to supplement 

their masks, wigs and/or makeup. On the 
day of the festival, Individuals were provid-
ed help from the staff in getting prepped. It 

wasn’t just the staff in costume, but all of 
the Individuals as well and this added to 

the fun! 
 

Again, because of the amount of festivities 
and limits on time, the costume contest 

was postponed.  The adult winner was an-
nounced the following week.  The top five 

were discussed, with a unanimous decision 
being given to the pirate, Marcos V., who 
embodied his character fully, not only in 

looks but in overall personality and heart. 
The top five were rounded out by a lovely butterfly,  spooky witch, Madea & a lovely bunny rabbit. 

 
  

Monyette 
The  

Monarch 
butterfly 

Cheryl 
The  

Bunny 
Rabbit 

Larry 
Presenting 

As 
Madea 

Kim 
The 

Spooky 
Witch 

The holiday season is a time when people can become careless and vulnerable to theft and other 
holiday crimes. People are often in a rush buying gifts, decorating their homes, visiting friends or 
traveling. There is a big increase in the number of people that are out and about shopping at the 
malls and grocery stores, packing the parking lots, grabbing taxis, filling up the seats on rapid transit 
and waiting in lines at ATM machines. 
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Holiday Shopping Safety TipsHoliday Shopping Safety Tips   

 Try to shop during the day, but if you do shop 
at night, do not do it alone. 

 Do not carry a purse or wallet, if possible. 
Consider bringing a security travel pouch  
instead. 

 Recognize when you are rushed, distracted 
and stressed out, and stay alert to what is 
going on around you. 

 Keep cash in your front pocket. 

 If you discover that a credit card is missing, 
notify the credit card company as soon as 
possible. Don't assume that you misplaced it 
and will find it later. 

 Keep a record of all of your credit card num-
bers in a safe place at home. 

 

Whatever you do, stay  
vigilant and safe! 
 



 Sometimes, you’d be 

surprised at what a little 

changeup will do to mor-

al and comradery.  Earlier 

this month, with the  

new tile in place and ceil-

ing repairs complete, the 

Director, Ms. Ava Gale 

decided to spruce up the 

great room sitting area 

with new area rugs and 

sofas.  Because of all of 

the activities scheduled for the month, it was decided that the new furniture items would 

not be placed until the end of the month.  Once rolled out, the area quickly became the 

most popular area in the building.  Complete with retro base legs and lush leather, the grey 

set adds a sense of class and comfort.  Positioned in the front of the great room,  guests 

can chat it up with their peers or relax to one of their favorite books while light jazz plays in 

the background. More updates and upgrades will be coming soon, so come and check out 

the changes and why not kick back and relax while you’re at it! 

DID YOU KNOW: To keep up with all of the ins and outs of The Crane, all 
you have to do is visit our webpage at www.thecrane.org and subscribe 
and you will receive information on all of the upcoming events and auto-
matically be qualified to win prizes monthly!  The webpage also features 
all of the 12 step groups hosted at the crane as well as information about 
other services such as job readiness, education and peer support services. 

Facelift in the Great RoomFacelift in the Great Room   

A man says to a psychiatrist: 
“How do you select who 
should be admitted to your 
facility?” 
 

The psychiatrist replies: “We 
fill a bathtub with water and 
give the person a spoon, a 

cup and a bucket. Then we ask that person to 
simply empty the bathtub.” 
 

The man smiles: “Ah, I understand, if you are 
sane you would take the bucket.” 
 

The Psychiatrist replies: “No, a sane guy pulls 
the plug. Do you want a room with or without 
a balcony?”  

Tub TestTub Test   
A guy asks his waiter at a 
restaurant how they prepare 
their chicken. 
 

The waiter goes blank for a 
second, then says, “Nothing 
special really... We just tell them 
they're going to die...”  
 
 
 

A woman turns to her husband while 
in their bedroom and declares, 
"Please say dirty things to me!" 
 

Man: "Bathroom, Kitchen, Living 
room..."  

preparationspreparations   

DirtyDirty   



Lots of people who have tried marijuana have done so in the form of 
snacks like pot cookies or brownies. Since one of the effects of pot 
is an increased appetite, it’s only natural that the “ganja-
preneurs” are marketing more marijuana edibles than ever 
before. From pot truffle oil to gummy bears, edibles are hot 
these days. 
Unfortunately, the dangers of these drugs can be far worse than 
traditional marijuana. 
 

You’d be hard pressed to find tragic overdose deaths caused solely by 
weed. Marijuana edibles, on the other hand, have been unquestionably linked to multiple nega-
tive outcomes. Before diving headlong into this relatively new market, you need to understand 
what edibles are and what they aren’t. At the very least, you’ll want to be proactive by getting 
familiar with the dangers these confections pose. 
And on that note, let’s look at five very real problems and/or outcomes caused by the use, 
quantity and sale of marijuana edibles. 
 

A Longer-Lasting High 
Marijuana edibles produce a much longer-lasting and potent high than smoking, which can 
prove detrimental for novice users. Smoking pot produces a more immediate high that quickly 
dissipates, while edibles kick in after about an hour and the effects can last from 6 to 10 hours. 
 

Serious Side Effects 
Taken in large doses, marijuana edibles can lead to anxiety attacks, paranoia and hallucinations. 
Several case reports involving kids who took edibles found that respiratory insufficiency can 
also be a major side effect in young children. 
 

They’ve Contributed to Tragedies 
Marijuana edibles have played a major role in two recent cases. 
Oklahoma native Caleb Fowler, 23, shot himself earlier this month after eating five times the 
recommended dosage of edibles. And last year, Wyoming college student Levy Thamba Pongi 
jumped to his death after eating a marijuana cookie. A coroner ruled that “marijuana intoxica-
tion” played a major role in the tragedy. 
 

Lack of Safety in THC-Friendly States 
Even in states where marijuana is legal, the lack of edible-specific regulations has caused public 
safety concerns. State officials in Colorado are now scrambling to create regulations regarding 
dosages of THC in the products, while more marijuana business owners are encouraging new 
users to “start low, go slow.” 
 

Working Their Way into Schools 
Perhaps because of the colorful packaging, even pre-teens are getting hold of edibles. Last 
April, a 10-year-old in Denver was busted for bringing edibles to school and three seventh-
graders were hospitalized just one month earlier for eating pot-laced brownies at school. 
In states where marijuana is legal, major restrictions have been placed on the sale, dosage and 
distribution of marijuana. It only makes sense that the same stipulations are now made for edi-
bles in order to avoid more unnecessary health scares and potential tragedies. 
 
Article from American Addiction Centers Editorial Staff The crane 9 

Edibles Edibles --   Not As Cute As You ThinkNot As Cute As You Think   

https://drugabuse.com/marijuana-abuse/


Letters of RLetters of R -- EE -- CC -- OO -- VV -- EE -- RR -- YY   
Dear George, 
 

The vices you’ve been using to get you by in life have been dangerous, un-
controlled and at time violent. I have a vision for you to become victorious, 
and to find value in your life. It is not that I want you to change those parts 
of you that are funny and vibrant, but I desire for you to find the vitality 
and zeal to ant to change. Today is the start of a voyage called recovery. As 
you visit different areas of your past that have given you a sense of being 
victimized, that you will become one who finds victory and joy. As you start this journey, 
don’t be afraid to vocalize what you are feeling, doing, or dreaming of; If you do these sim-
ple, but vital things victory will come. 
 

Your friend, 
George 

Dear Kim 
It’s now the year 2019. I finally come to believe that I can truly live drug and alcohol free. I 
have been released from the grip of addiction, the yesterdays are gone. You wasted all of your 
youth living on the edge. I have spent years trying to kill myself. Yippee, I’m coming around. 
Yahoo for better days ahead. Ms. Yolanda, I would like to thank you so much for all of your 
insight. You are one of the best people I know. Yes, I can do this…one day at a time 

Dear Life, 

Just for today, I will honestly voice my addictions 

Just for today, I will recognize that I am victorious over my life 

Just for today, I will understand the vision of staying clean, happy, & free 

Just for today, I will no longer allow my past to validate my future 

Just for today, I will understand the true value of my life, love & peace. 

Just for today, I will see the value of love around me 

Just for today, I will have the victory over my mind & heart 

Just for today, I will learn to fill empty voids with power and love 

Just for today, I know I’m very understanding, caring and loving 

Just for today, I will be visible to my pain and process it 

Just for today; today is not like yesterday nor tomorrow,  
so I must live in my today. 

So, Larry, continue to love on you and process today with peace, love, and happiness. Please 
find the new you in the journey and don’t be scared to embrace it. 
 

Love always, 
Yourself - Larry D. 

DID YOU KNOW: If you have an idea about a class, workshop, event or any suggestions 
that you believe would make The Crane better, you can submit it at the front desk in 
the suggestion box or send via our webpage or Facebook page.  We will work diligently 
on making it happen, of course within reason. 



School Zone CamerasSchool Zone Cameras   

The crane 

Running late for work? Did you hit the 
snooze button one too many times and now 
the kids are almost late for school or daycare 
check-in?  Almost about to miss the last of 
the breakfast rush at your favorite restau-
rant? If any of these or other reasons give 
you a reason to go 
through a school 
zone at a pace 
over the posted 
limit, usually of 25 
mph, then you 
may want to re-
consider. 
 

Recently, the 
school system of 
Clayton county has 
teamed up with 
law enforcement to regulate the school zone 
speeders more efficiently.  Now, cameras 
with automated license plate readers will be 
placed in each school zone with the ones 
having the highest number of offenses being 

the first to receive them.  It has not been 
noted as to which zones these are currently. 
As stated by Cliff Kelker, Jonesboro Chief of 
police, “The whole purpose is to keep kids 
safe in school zones.” 
 

Tickets will be issued to those speeders who 
go more than 10 
mph over the 
limit.  The fine 
will be $100, 
noted as a civil 
fine, to the own-
er of the vehicle. 
These cameras 
will also record 
24 hours a day, 
seven days a 
week, with tick-

ets being issued only during school zone 
hours.  The constant recording will provide a 
“good investigative tool” in case anything 
were to happen around the schools.   
 

The citation money received from the 
tickets will go to local jurisdictions.  Law 
enforcements also stated that they are 
proposing that the school district also 
receive a percentage. 
 

So, don’t take the chance of speeding 
through the zone.  You may think 
you’ve gotten away with it, until you 
check your mailbox and you’re met 
with a fine that you weren’t expecting. 
 

Submitted by Trakell 

Parched SpiritParched Spirit   
From thy first breath  

Until the moment of death, 
What hath thou done? 

Pushed and pushed until left alone? 
Reclaim unity amongst peers, 

Whatever it takes regardless of years 
Glue, tape, forge and sew 

So loneliness thy should shall never know. 
Oh’  how hard to make amends. 

Love and strength so to the spirit bends. 
Run thy tangible self to thee fellow men, 

Reach deeply so to find of him a fellow friend. 
Life as it may, is not for thyself 

So embrace of fellow men’s   prosperity and health. 
Act as though all is for but others first 

To pour water for the soul forever quenching thirst. 
 

By Ryan Morris  
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I personally believe this: We have 
only today; yesterday's gone and 

tomorrow is uncertain. That's why 
they call it the present.  Sobriety 
really is a gift for those who are 

willing to receive it.      
Ace Frehley 
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